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Abstract— This paper focuses on distribution systems featur-
ing renewable energy sources and energy storage devices, and
develops an optimal power flow (OPF) approach to optimize
the system operation in spite of forecasting errors. The pro-
posed method builds on a chance-constrained multi-period AC
OPF formulation, where probabilistic constraints are utilized
to enforce voltage regulation with a prescribed probability.
To enable a computationally affordable solution approach, a
convex reformulation of the OPF task is obtained by resorting
to i) suitable linear approximations of the power flow equations,
and ii) convex approximations of the chance constraints. Partic-
ularly, the approximate chance constraints provide conservative
bounds that hold for arbitrary distributions of the forecasting
errors. An adaptive optimization strategy is then obtained by
embedding the proposed OPF task into a model predictive
control framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increased deployment of renewable energy sources
(RESs) with business-as-usual practices have already precip-
itated a unique set of power-quality and reliability concerns
at the distribution-system level. Reverse power flows increase
the likelihood of voltages violating prescribed security limits,
while rapid variations in RES generation perpetuate tran-
sients that ultimately lead to increased cycling and wear-
out of legacy voltage regulation equipment. Leveraging the
increased flexibility offered by RES-inverters, local control
strategies as well as network optimization approaches [1]–[5]
are currently under development to alleviate these emerging
concerns. Particularly, optimization tasks can be carried
out by advance distribution management systems (ADMSs),
which leverage the underlying communication infrastruc-
ture to broadcast power commands. RES-inverters can be
controlled alongside energy storage units to minimize cur-
tailment of renewable-based generation, shape the net load
profile in response to market signals, and provide ancillary
services to the main grid [6].

The paper focuses on network optimization strategies to
systematically dispatch the setpoints of RESs and energy
storage systems based on forecasts of ambient conditions and
loads. The proposed approach builds on a model predictive
control (MPC) technique, where optimal setpoints for RES-
inverters and energy storage units are obtained at each point
in time by solving a multi-period AC optimal power flow
(OPF) problem. Examples of prior efforts that are aligned
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with the objectives of this paper include e.g., [1], where
two-stage stochastic programming is utilized to solve an
economic dispatch (based on a DC model) problem for
microgrids, and [5], [7], where MPC strategies are utilized to
dispatch energy storage commands. However, the approaches
in [5], [7] do not model forecasting errors and utilize a
DC model. A distributed AC OPF problem with MPC is
solved in [8]; however, the forecasts are assumed perfect.
Presuming a linear RES-control policy during the real-
time operation, a robust multi-period DC OPF problem is
formulated in [9], while chance-constrained problem setups
are considered in [4], [10], [11]. The approach of [4] enables
a deterministic reformulation of the chance constraints when
forecast errors are Gaussian distributed, while [10], [11]
leverage conservative convex approximations of the chance
constraints. Finally, general control policies are considered
in [12], and deterministic reformulations of the probabilistic
constraints are derived for Gaussian-distributed forecast er-
rors. Overall, [4], [10]–[12] offer means to deal with chance
constraints in a computationally tractable way, but their
applicability is limited to DC models. AC power flow models
are considered in [13] where, however, forecasting errors are
neglected, and in [14], where RES-inverter commands are
dispatched based on conditional value-at-risk arguments.

The optimization method proposed in this paper utilizes
a multi-period AC OPF formulation, where probabilistic
constraints are utilized to enforce voltage regulation with
a prescribed probability. Nonlinearity of AC power flow
equations and probabilistic constraints render the formulated
AC OPF task computationally intractable [15]. However, to
enable a computationally affordable solution approach, an
approximate reformulation of the AC OPF task is obtained
by utilizing: i) the linear approximation of the AC power flow
equations recently proposed in [16]; and, ii) pertinent convex
approximations of the chance constraints [15]. The linear
power-voltage relationship proposed in [16] yields markedly
lower approximation errors compared to the DC model, and
captures variations in voltage magnitudes due to changes in
real and reactive power injections. On the other hand, the
approximate chance constraints provide conservative bounds
that hold for arbitrary distributions of the forecasting errors,
and render the overall problem deterministic and convex.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a distribution feeder comprising N + 1 nodes
collected in the set N ∪ {0}, N := {1, . . . , N}, and lines



represented by the set of edges E := {(m,n)} ⊂ N × N .1

Node 0 denotes the secondary of the distribution transformer.
Let V tn ∈ C and Itn ∈ C denote the phasors for the line-
to-ground voltage and the current injected at node n ∈ N
at time t, respectively, and define it := [It1, . . . , I

t
N ]T ∈

CN and vt := [V t1 , . . . , V
t
N ]T ∈ CN . Using Ohm’s and

Kirchhoff’s circuit laws, the following linear relationship can
be established[

It0
it

]
=

[
y0j ȳT

ȳ0 Y

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=Ynet

[
V t0
vt

]
(1)

where the system admittance matrix Ynet ∈ CN+1×N+1 is
formed based on the system topology and the π-equivalent
circuit of the distribution lines; see [17, Chapter 6] for
additional details on distribution line modeling. Particularly,
with ymn and ysh

mn denoting the series and shunt admittances
of line (m,n), the entries of Y are formed as:

[Ynet]m,n :=


∑
j∈Nm y

sh
mj + ymj , if m = n

−ymn, if (m,n) ∈ E
0, otherwise

(2)

where Nm := {j ∈ N : (m, j) ∈ E} is the set of nodes
connected to the m-th one through a distribution line. For
simplicity of exposition, assume that the shunt admittances
ysh
mn are negligible [17].

A constant-PQ model is adopted for the loads, with P t`,n
and Qt`,n denoting the real and reactive demands at node
n ∈ N at time t, respectively. Let pt` := [P t`,1, . . . , P

t
`,N ]T

and qt` := [Qt`,1, . . . , Q
t
`,N ]T collect the loads; if no load is

present at node n ∈ N , then P t`,n = Qt`,n = 0, ∀ t.
RES model. For given ambient conditions, let P tav,n denote

the maximum renewable-based real power generation at node
n ∈ N at time t – hereafter referred to as the available
real power. Real power curtailment has been proposed as
a means for overvoltage prevention [2], [3]; this strategy is
particularly effective in systems where distribution lines have
a high resistance-to-reactance ratio, where voltage magni-
tudes are mainly sensitive to changes in the net real power
injections [14]. To account for the ability of the RES inverters
to adjust the output real power, let αtn ∈ [0, 1] denote the
fraction of available real power curtailed by RES-inverters
n at time t; thus, the real power curtailed from RES n at
times t amounts to αtnP

t
av,n. For future developments, it

is convenient to define the vectors αt := [αt1, . . . , α
t
N ]T

and ptav := [P tav,1, . . . , P
t
av,N ]T, with the convention that

1Upper-case (lower-case) boldface letters will be used for matrices
(column vectors); (·)T for transposition; (·)∗ complex-conjugate; and,
(·)H complex-conjugate transposition; <{·} and ={·} denote the real and
imaginary parts of a complex number, respectively; j :=

√
−1 the imaginary

unit; | · | denotes the absolute value of a number or the cardinality of a set.
For x ∈ R, function [x]+ is defined as [x]+ := max{0, x}. Further, IA(x)
denotes the indicator function over the set A ⊂ R; that is IA(x) = 1 if
x ∈ A and IA(x) = 0 otherwise. For a given N × 1 vector x ∈ RN ,
‖x‖2 :=

√
xHx; ‖x‖1 :=

∑
i |[x]i|; and, diag(x) returns a N×N matrix

with the elements of x in its diagonal. Finally, IN denotes the N × N
identity matrix; and, 0M×N , 1M×N the M ×N matrices with all zeroes
and ones, respectively.

αtn = 0 and P tav,n = 0 if no RES is located at node
n. Although this paper focuses on real power curtailment,
reactive power compensation [2] can be easily incorporated
in the framework presented subsequently.

Energy storage model. Let Btn represent the state of charge
(SoC) of an energy storage system located at node n ∈ N ,
with the corresponding dynamical equation given by:

Bt+1
n = Btn + P tB,n∆t (3)

where ∆t is the duration of slot (t, t+1] and P tB,n represents
the power delivered to (drawn from) the storage device;
particularly, P tB,n commands either the charging (P tB,n > 0)
or the discharging (P tB,n < 0) of the battery during slot
(t, t+ 1]. The operational limits of the storage device are as
follows:

Pmin
B,n ≤ P tB,n ≤ Pmax

B,n (4a)

Bmin
n ≤ Bt+1

n ≤ Bmax
n (4b)

where Bmin
n , Bmax

n are predetermined minimum and maxi-
mum SoC levels; Pmin

B,n and Pmax
B,n are minimum and max-

imum capacity limits. Constraints in (4b) indicate that a
fraction of the stored energy (available storage) is available
for discharge (charge). For future developments, define the
vector ptB := [P tB,1, . . . , P

t
B,N ]T.

Forecasting error model. The optimization problem that
will be formulated in Section III considers a planning horizon
Tt := {t, t + 1, . . . , t + T} of T discrete time steps. Given
prevailing ambient and load conditions, ptav, pt`, and qt` are
assumed to be known [2], [5], [13]. On the other hand,
to capture forecasting errors over the (future) time slots
τ ∈ T ′t := {t+1, . . . , t+T}, pτav, pτ` , and qτ` are modeled as
random variables [11]. Particularly, the available RES powers
at time τ are modeled as pτav = p̄τav + δτav, where p̄τav ∈ RN
collects the forecasted values and δτav ∈ Rτav ⊆ RN is a
random vector whose distribution captures spatial dependen-
cies among forecasting errors. Similarly, the real and reactive
loads at time τ ∈ T ′t are expressed as pτ` = p̄τ` + Gτ

pδ
τ
` and

qτ` = q̄τ` + Gτ
qδ

τ
` , respectively, where p̄τ` and q̄τ` are the

forecasted loads; Gτ
p ,G

τ
q ∈ RN×N` are model-dependent

matrices, with N` the dimension of the random vector; and,
δτ` ∈ Rτ` ⊆ RN` is a random vector whose distribution
captures spatial dependencies as well as correlations among
real and reactive loads. We assume that the a certain amount
of information about the probability distributions of the
forecasting errors δτav and δτ` is available [4], [10], [11], [14].
In particular, this information can come in the form of either
knowledge of the probability density functions, knowledge
of means and covariance matrices, or a model of δτav and δτ`
from which one can draw samples.

A. Leveraging approximate power-flow models

Overall, power balance at node n and time t amounts to

V tn
∑
m∈Nn

y∗nm(V tn − V tm)∗ = Stn (5)

where Stn = (1 − αtn)P tav,n − P t`,n − P tB,n − jQt`,n. This
equation typically appears in the form of a constraint in



standard formulations of the OPF task, and renders the
underlying optimization problem nonconvex [18]. Another
source of nonconvexity in various OPF renditions is repre-
sented by the voltage-related constraint Vmin ≤ |V tn|, where
Vmin represents a pre-determined lower limit for the voltage
magnitude (e.g., ANSI C84.1 limits). Semidefinite relaxation
techniques have been employed to bypass the nonconvexity
of voltage-regulation and power-balance constraints, and yet
achieve globally optimal solutions of the nonconvex OPF
under certain conditions (see e.g., [2], [18] and references
therein). However, to develop a multi-period OPF formu-
lation that is computationally affordable, linear surrogates
of (5) and voltage-regulation constraints will be sought next.
Approximate power-flow relations will also facilitate the
application of convex approximation of chance constraints
to the problem that will be formulated in Section III.

Without loss of generality, node 0 is taken to be the slack
node, and the voltage V t0 = ρt0e

jθj0 is assumed known.
Let st := (IN − diag{αt})ptav − pt` − ptB − jqt` denote
the vector of complex power injections. The voltages vt

satisfying the nonlinear power-balance equations (5) are
expressed as vt = v̄t + et, where the entries of et capture
deviations around the linearization points v̄t. Collect in the
vector ρ̄t ∈ RN+ the magnitudes of voltages v̄t, and let
γ̄t ∈ RN and µ̄t ∈ RN collect elements {cos(θ̄tn)} and
{sin(θ̄tn)}, respectively, where θ̄ti is the angle of the nominal
voltage V̄ ti . Expanding on (5), and discarding second-order
terms such as diag (et) Y∗et∗, it turns out that (5) can
be approximated as Γtet + Φt(et)∗ = st + υt, where
Γt := diag (Y∗v̄t∗ + y∗V t∗0 ), Φt := diag (v̄t) Y∗, and
υt := −diag (v̄t) (Y∗v̄t∗ + y∗V t∗0 ). Next, consider then the
following choice of the nominal voltage v̄t:

v̄t = −Y−1yV t0 . (6)

Using (6), it follows that Γ = 0N×N and υ = 0N , and
therefore one obtains the linearized power-flow expression

diag
(
v̄t∗
)
Yet = st∗. (7)

Notice that matrix Y is diagonally dominant and irre-
ducible [16]. Particularly, it is diagonally dominant by
construction since |yii| ≥

∑
n 6=i |yin| for all n ∈ N ; it

is also irreducibly diagonally dominant if |y0i| > 0 for
any i. Then, a solution to (7) can be expressed as et =
Y−1(diag(v̄t∗))−1st∗. Thus, expanding on this relation, and
assuming that angles θ̄tn are small, an approximate voltage-
power relationship

ρt ≈ gρ(p
t,qt) := Rtpt + Btqt + a (8)

can be obtained by defining the matrices:

Rt = ZRdiag(γ̄t)

× (diag(ρ̄t))−1 − ZIdiag(µ̄t)(diag(ρ̄t))−1 (9a)
Bt = ZIdiag(γ̄t)

× (diag(ρ̄t))−1 + ZRdiag(µ̄t)(diag(ρ̄t))−1 (9b)

and a = ρ̄t, where ZR := <{Y−1} and ZI := ={Y−1}.
See [16] for more details. Equation (8) will be utilized next
to develop a computationally affordable OPF strategy.

Remark 1. The approximation (8) can be suitably modified
to account for any value of the voltage angles θ̄tn, n =
0, 1, . . . , N . Particularly, a change of coordinates can be
adopted to improve the approximation accuracy. �

III. RES AND BATTERY DISPATCH

A multi-period OPF problem optimizing the operation
of a distribution system over the interval Tt is formulated
first, and subsequently utilized as a building block for
a receding horizon control strategy. Particularly, at time
instant t, the distribution system operator is assumed to
have accurate knowledge of available powers ptav and loads
pt`,q

t
`; on the other hand, only a forecast is available for

{pτav,p
τ
` ,q

τ
` }
t+T
τ=t+1. Consider then the following optimiza-

tion problem to compute the optimal setpoints for RES and
energy storage inverters:

(P0) min
ρt,{ατ ,bτ}
{pτB}

Ct(ρt,αt,ptB) +
∑
τ∈T ′

t

Cτ (ατ ,pτB ,b
τ ) (10a)

subject to

ρt = gρ(α
t,ptav,p

t
B ,p

t
`,q

t
`) (10b)

Vmin ≤ ρtn ≤ Vmax ∀n ∈ N (10c)
Pr{gρ,n(ατ ,pτav,p

τ
B ,p

τ
` ,q

τ
` ) ≤ Vmax} ≥ 1− ε
∀n ∈ N , τ ∈ T ′t (10d)

Pr{Vmin ≤ gρ,n(ατ ,pτav,p
τ
B ,p

τ
` ,q

τ
` )} ≥ 1− ε

∀n ∈ N , τ ∈ T ′t (10e)
0 ≤ ατn ≤ 1 ∀n ∈ N , τ ∈ Tt (10f)

Bτ+1
n = Bτn + P τB,n∆t ∀n ∈ N , τ ∈ T ′′t (10g)

Pmin
B,n ≤ P τB,n ≤ Pmax

B,n ∀n ∈ N , τ ∈ T ′′t (10h)

Bminn ≤ Bτn ≤ Bmaxn ∀n ∈ N , τ ∈ T ′t (10i)

where gρ,n(·) denotes the n-th element of the vector-valued
function gρ(·), T ′t := {t + 1, . . . , t + T}, and T ′′t :=
{t, . . . , t + T − 1}. Constraints (10b)–(10c) pertain to the
current instant t, with (10b) representing a surrogate for
the balance equation; and (10d)–(10i) optimize the RES
and battery utilization over the whole horizon. Function
Ct(ρt,αt,ptB) is convex and captures e.g., (cost of) power
losses and real power curtailed from RESs [2], [3]; similarly,
{Cτ (ρτ ,ατ ,pτB ,b

τ )}τ∈T ′
t

are convex functions that model
e.g., (cost of) power losses, real power curtailed from RESs,
cycling of batteries, and other economic performance indi-
cators. Of particular relevance is the minimization of the
real power curtailed, which promotes utilization of RES-
based generation, while congruently respecting voltage lim-
its. Finally, notice that under current modeling assumptions,
approximations for the power losses that are convex and
quadratic in the injected powers can be obtained.

Given the predicted values of both available powers
{p̄τav}τ∈T ′

t
and loads {p̄τ` , q̄τ` }τ∈T ′

t
, along with the associ-

ated forecasting errors, the chance constraints (10d)–(10e)



ensure that RES and battery setpoints can be scheduled
in future time instants in a way that voltage limits are
satisfied with prescribed probability. Constraints (10d)–(10e)
are, however, problematic. Monte Carlo-based methods may
lead to computationally heavy solution approaches. Further-
more, even if the function gρ,n(·) is affine, it turns out
that the feasible set of (10d)–(10e) may be nonconvex. For
example, (10d)–(10e) are convex and efficiently manageable
only when δτ := [(pτav)T, (pτ` )T, (qτ` )T]T is the image, under
affine transformation, of a random vector with rotationally
invariant distribution – with the multivariate Gaussian distri-
bution as a prime example (see e.g., [15]).

To account for a variety of possible distributions of the
forecasting errors δτ and yet derive a computationally effi-
cient method for the stochastic multi-period OPF, a convex
approximation of the chance constraints is pursued next.

A. Leveraging convex approximation of chance constraints

Consider the generic chance constraint Pr{g(x, δ) > 0} ≤
ε, where function g(x, δ) is convex in the optimization vari-
ables x for given values of the random vector δ, and ε is the
maximum constraint violation rate. To develop a conservative
convex approximation for this chance constraint, consider a
function ψ : R → R that is nonnegative valued, nonde-
creasing, and convex. Further, assume that ψ(·) – henceforth
referred to as the (one-dimensional) generating function –
satisfies the conditions ψ(x) > ψ(0), ∀x > 0 and ψ(0) = 1.
Given a positive scalar z > 0 and a random variable
δ, it holds that: Eδ{φ(z−1δ)} ≥ Eδ{I[0,+∞)(z

−1δ)} =
Pr{z−1δ ≥ 0} = Pr{δ ≥ 0}, where Eδ denotes expectation
with respect to δ. Thus, by taking δ = g(x, δ) one has that
the following bound holds for all z > 0 and x [15]:

Pr{g(x, δ) > 0} ≤ Eδ
{
ψ
(
z−1g(x, δ)

)}
. (11)

It follows that the constraint

inf
z>0

{
zEδ

{
ψ(z−1g(x, δ))− zε

}}
≤ 0 (12)

represents a sufficient condition for Pr{g(x, δ) > 0} ≤ ε
and hence is also a conservative convex approximation of
the chance constraint Pr{g(x, δ) ≤ 0} ≤ 1 − ε. Regarding
the convexity of (12), notice that since ψ(·) is nondecreasing
and convex and g(·, δ) is convex, it follows that the mapping
(x, z)→ zψ(z−1g(x, δ)) is convex. If g is biaffine in x and
δ and ψ is quadratic, then the constraint (12) is also convex.

Consider the piecewise linear function ψ(x) = [1 + x]+
to obtain the approximate constraint:

inf
z∈R

Eδ {[g(x, δ) + z]+ − zα} ≤ 0 (13)

where the infimum is taken over z ∈ R (instead of the
non-negative orthant) without compromising the validity
of the bound. It turns out that (13) represents the most
accurate conservative approximation of the chance constraint
Pr{g(x, δ) ≤ 0} ≥ 1−ε [15]. Further, (13) is closely related
to the concept of conditional value at risk, which is a well-
known coherent risk measure in risk management and opti-
mization under uncertainty [11], [14], [15]. Thus, replacing

the generic convex function g(x, δ) with gρ,n(ατ ,pτB , δ
τ )−

Vmax and Vmin − gρ,n(ατ ,pτB , δ
τ ), respectively, it follows

that Markov-based convex approximations of (10d)–(10e)
amount to:

Eδτ
{

[gρ,n(ατ ,pτB , δ
τ )− Vmax + zτn]+

}
≤ zτnε (14a)

Eδτ
{

[Vmin − gρ,n(ατ ,pτB , δ
τ ) + yτn]+

}
≤ yτnε (14b)

where {zτn ∈ R}n,τ and {yτn ∈ R}n,τ will be auxiliary
optimization variables. An advantage of (14) is that empirical
estimates of the expected values can be obtained via sample
averaging. Accordingly, given S samples {δτ [s]}Ss=1, of the
random vector δτ , an approximation of (14) for arbitrary
distributions can be accommodated in the OPF task as
follows:

(P1) min
ρt,{ατ ,bτ}
{pτB},{z

τ
n,y

τ
n}

Ct(ρt,αt,ptB) +

t+T∑
τ=t+1

Cτ (ρτ ,ατ ,pτB ,b
τ )

subject to (10b), (10c), (10f)− (10i), and

1

S

S∑
s=1

[gρ,n(ατ ,pτB , δ
τ [s])− Vmax + zτn]+ ≤ z

τ
nε

∀n ∈ N , τ ∈ T ′t (15a)

1

S

S∑
s=1

[Vmin − gρ,n(ατ ,pτB , δ
τ [s]) + yτn]+ ≤ y

τ
nε

∀n ∈ N , τ ∈ T ′t . (15b)

For a sufficiently high number of samples S, almost sure
convergence of the sample averages in (15a)-(15b) to
Eδτ {[gρ,n(ατ ,pτB , δ

τ ) − Vmax + zτn]+} and Eδτ {[Vmax −
gρ,n(ατ ,pτB , δ

τ ) +yτn]+}, respectively, is guaranteed by the
(strong) law of large numbers. Regarding the approximate
problem (15), the following points should be stressed: i)
(P1) is a convex program; ii) the number of optimization
variables does not increase with the increasing of the number
of samples S; and, iii) any distribution of the random vectors
pτav, pτ` , and qτ` can be accommodated in (P1). Arbitrary
distributions can be accommodated so long as one has a
mechanism from which to draw samples of δτav and δτ` .

Remark 2. For simplicity, no charging/discharging losses
were considered in the dynamical equation of the energy stor-
age (3) [13]. However, charging and discharging efficiencies
can be readily incorporated in (3) and (10g), at the cost of
increasing the complexity of problems (P0) − (P1). Letting
P tBc,n ≥ 0 and P tBd,n ≥ 0 denote the power supplied to
and withdrawn from the battery n, the equation (3) can be
modified as:

Bt+1
n = Btn + ηcP

t
Bc,n∆t − 1

ηd
P tBd,n∆t. (16)

where ηc ∈ (0, 1] and ηd ∈ (0, 1] are the charging and dis-
charging efficiencies, respectively. However, it is necessary
to add the constraint P tBc,nP

t
Bd,n

= 0 to avoid a solution
where P tBc,n and P tBc,n are simultaneously nonzero. With
this additional constraint problem (P1) becomes nonconvex.
Successive convex approximation techniques can be utilized
to identify a (possibly locally optimal) solution of (P1). �
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Fig. 1: Modified IEEE 37-node feeder.
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Fig. 2: Total feeder loading and available PV generation.

B. Model predictive control implementation

When determining the control decisions for devices with
intertemporal constraints (e.g., energy storage units), it is
advantageous to not only take into account the current time
step, but also potential future system states. MPC is an adap-
tive control technique that enacts optimal control decisions
in the current time step while taking into account the system
behavior over a chosen time horizon [1], [5], [7]. In the
present context, problem (P1) constitutes a building block
for a MPC-based strategy. Particularly, the MPC strategy
involves the following steps:
[S1] At time instant t, measure ptav, pt`, and qt`, and acquire
the forecasting of available RES power and loads over T ′t .
[S2] Solve (P1) over the horizon T .
[S3] Send setpoints {(1 − αtn)P tav,n} to the RES inverters,
and {P tB,n} to the battery inverters.
[S4] Tt → Tt+1, and go to step [S1].

IV. NUMERICAL TESTS

The proposed optimization scheme is tested using a mod-
ified version of the IEEE 37-node test feeder. The modified
network is obtained by considering a single-phase equivalent,
and by replacing the loads specified in the original dataset
with real load data measured from a neighborhood called
Anatolia in CA, during the month of August 2012 [19]. The
total loading of the feeder can be seen in Figure 2, where
data granularity is of 5 minutes. Line impedances, shunt
admittances, as well as active and reactive loads are adopted
from the respective dataset. It is assumed that twenty-one

photovoltaic (PV) systems are located at nodes 4, 7, 9, 10,
11, 13, 16, 17, 20, 22, 23, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
35, and 36, and their generation profile is simulated based
on the solar irradiance data available in [19]. The aggregate
available power

∑
n P

τ
av,n during the course of the day is

plotted in Figure 2. The voltage limits Vmax and Vmin are
set to 1.05 pu and 0.95 pu, respectively. Without energy
storage systems, and with RES-inverters injecting all the
available power into the feeder, this configuration would lead
to overvoltage conditions during peak irradiation hours.

Suppose that sixteen energy storage systems are co-located
with PV systems at nodes 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16, 20, 22, 26,
28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, and 36, and their capacities Bmax

n

are 100, 200, 200, 400, 440, 240, 400, 240, 300, 100, 500,
200, 500, 200, 240, 400, 220, 500, 300, 300, and 300 kWh,
respectively. In addition, Bmin

n is set to zero for all batteries.
Here, the cost function for the current time step is set to

Ct(ρt,αt,ptB) =
∑
i∈N

cti[P
t
`,i + P tB,i − (1− αti)P tav,i]+

+
∑
i∈N

dti[(1− αti)P tav,i − P t`,i − P tB,i]+ (17)

where cti = 10 and dti = 3. Cost Ct(ρt,αt,ptB) captures the
price associated with the power consumed by the customers,
as well as the feed-in tariff cost to the utility. On the other
hand, the cost Cτ (ρt,αt,ptB ,p

τ ) for τ ∈ T ′t is set to
Cτ (αt,ptB ,p

τ ) =
∑
i∈N e

τ
i α

τ
i , with eτi = 3, penalizing

curtailment of real power from the PV systems. Unless
otherwise specified, the parameter ε is fixed to 0.001 in the
probabilistic constraints. The batteries were set to have a
maximum five-minute charge rate of 10% of their respective
capacities, Bmax

n . Forecasting errors for load and available
real power are supposed to follow a truncated Gaussian
distribution; the truncation is at 3σ, with σ denoting the
standard deviation. In particular, the standard deviation of
the forecasting errors is assumed of 3% of the actual value
for the first hour ahead and 7% for two to four hours ahead.
Regarding the MPC strategy, two cases are considered: (C1)
T = 2 hours, with a granularity of 5 minutes during the first
hour and 10 minutes during the second hour; and, (C2) T = 4
hours, with a granularity of 15 minutes during the second
hour and 30 minutes during the fourth hour. An MPC strategy
implementing (P1) is considered. Finally, the solver SDPT3
is utilized to solve the optimization problems in MATLAB.

In Figure 3, the voltage profile without control and with
the four-hour MPC strategy is shown. During peak irradiance
hours, the system exhibits overvoltages if no PV power is
curtailed and energy storage systems are not utilized. With
the proposed method, the voltage profile flattens, becomes
closer to nominal, and does not exceed voltage limits.

Figure 4 illustrates the state of charge of each of the energy
storage systems throughout the twenty-four hour simulation
period. As the value of the available PV power becomes
higher than the total load, the batteries begin to charge. This
avoids curtailing power as well as selling power back to the
utility. Focusing on (C1), the achieved costs when ε is set
to 0.001 and 0.1 are compared in Figure 5. As expected,
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Fig. 3: Voltage profile achieved with the proposed strategy.
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Fig. 4: Utilization profile of the energy storage systems for
a four-hour horizon.

the cost becomes higher for a higher constraint fulfillment
probability. A tradeoff between constraint violation and cost
can be changed by modifying ε.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The paper developed an AC OPF approach to optimize the
operation of distribution systems under forecasting errors.
The proposed method utilizes a chance-constrained multi-
period AC OPF formulation, where probabilistic constraints
are utilized to enforce voltage regulation with a prescribed
probability. To enable a computationally affordable solution
approach, an approximate reformulation of the considered
AC OPF task is obtained by resorting to linear approximation
of the AC power flow equations, and, conservative approx-
imations for the chance constraints that hold for arbitrary
distributions of the forecasting errors. The resultant problem
is convex and efficiently solvable. An adaptive optimization
strategy is then obtained via receding horizon control.
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